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Abst rac t - -We give statistical evidence that specific rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic analyses 
are dominating shaping structures for the agogical streams from 28 performances of Schumann's 
"Tr/iumerei", as measured by Repp [1]. These analyses are provided by the Rubato analysis and 
performance workstation. The statistical model is based on regression analysis and realizes haping 
of agogics by a second-order linear differential operator. More precisely, the logarithm of the tempo 
function T(E) at onset time E can be expressed as a linear function of a sequence of particular 
smooth "weight" functions WI(E) and their first and second erivatives. These numerical functions 
are generated by Rubato's harmonic, melodic, and rhythmical analyses and include an averaging 
process over a natural grouping hierarchy defined by Schumann's score. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
ieywords - -Mus ic  performance, Tempo curves, Time series analysis, Regression, Hierarchical 
smoothing. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the context of classical European music tradit ion, performance deals with a complex trans- 
formation process, start ing from the data of a given score and targeting at a stream of physical 
sound data. Though the present status of performance theory is still in its infancy [2], it has 
become clear that  there are two central aspects of performance: structure theory and expressive 
semantics. The former deals with conceptual frameworks to describe the transformation pro- 
cess, the latter deals with the rationales which shape a determined performance process. In fact, 
performance realizes a semiotic mechanism of expressing meaning within auditory reality. 
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In this sense, every model of performance has to present its structure theory and a semantic 
rationale. For instance, in the theory of Sundberg and his collaborators [3,4], dynamic shaping 
is viewed as a function of "harmonic harges". By the very nature of this approach, termed 
"analysis by synthesis", the setup is experimental. 
In [5], Todd proposes a more generic performance model: a bidirectional transformation pairing 
from a score representation • to the performance P and backwards is defined by means of 
(1) a performance procedure II acting on • and an encoding function 7 : P = 1](~, V), and 
(2) a listening procedure A acting on P and a decoding function 5 : ~ = A(P, 5). 
In this generality, "the theory ... is sufficiently general to cover any variable of expression. At 
the same time, it is agnostic as to what is being communicated, be it structure, emotion, or 
extra-musical reference" [5, p. 407]. 
In [6], shaping of tempo was proposed as an expression of the score's segmentation structure, 
whereas in [7-9], the analogy of mechanical motion was proposed for a gestural semantic which 
drives agogics, i.e., the local variation of tempo 1. To complete the picture of expressive semantics, 
one should add the third category of forces which shape performance: emotion. In [11], such an 
approach to performance analysis is described. It has even been suggested [12] that "we may 
consider emotion, motion, and music as being isomorphic". At present, no such isomorphism has 
been described. In view of the complexity of emotional structures, this goal seems difficult to 
achieve. Summarizing, we have a fairly complete list of expressive semantics: structure, gesture, 
and emotion. At this point it should be stressed that it is not known to which degree these three 
factors contribute to human performances. Afortiori  is it an open question how much each of 
these factors contributes to high quality performances. 
The generic haracter of Todd's approach [5] hides an asymmetry of the transformation pairing 
which is due to its semiotic, i.e., sign-theoretic, background; see also [13] for a classical reference 
to music semiotics. In fact, performance is a poetic process issued by the performer from the 
composer's score. In other words, a performance is caused by its creators and must be understood 
by the listener, and not vice versa. Hence, the performance transformation has to be specified 
as a semiotic mechanism. We will see in the next section that this is the difficult part of the 
problem. 
Without entering into technical details it can be said that the crucial subject of performance 
theory is the reconstruction problem: given a performance P, how many representations ~ and 
encoding functions 7 can you find such that P = H(~, 7)? In mathematical terms, we are looking 
for the fiber II-1 (p) of H over P; by definition, the fiber H- I (P )  is the inverse image of P, i.e., 
the set of all representations q2 such that H(~) = P. This is the so-called inverse performance 
theory [14]. The listening procedure in [5] is just the formal setup of a section A to II, i.e., the 
selection of an element in the fiber over P as a function of the decoding data 5. 
Clearly, the fiber cannot be described in effective mathematical terms if one does not assume 
a well-defined transformation model. And even for very special models, the so-called locally- 
linear performance grammars [14,15], fibers turn out to be high-dimensional lgebraic varieties. 
Further, the encoding function must be meaningful enough to reflect he score's tructure and its 
relations to the above categories of expressive semantics. Otherwise, performance cannot claim to 
interpret he selected score. In other words, the big problem of performance theory is to propose 
models of adequate generality that cope with expressive semantics. 
At present, the best investigated aspect of performance theory--including appropriate soft- 
ware--is timing microstructure, i.e., agogics on the level of tempo curves and their hierarchies, 
see [2,16] for further reading. Our paper deals with this topic: agogics as an expression of 
harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic structures. So observe that we do not consider emotional or 
gestural rationales for agogics. This does not mean that these factors are negated. We merely 
1Following a personal correspondence [10] with one of the authors  (Epstein) of [9], we are aware that  the force 
model in that  paper and the experimental  data  refer to mutual ly reciprocal tempo functions. 
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restrict our investigation to the question whether and how strongly agogics could be explained 
by exclusive causal reference to structural analysis. This is what we, henceforth, call analytical 
semantics of agogics. 
Even in this neat reduction is the question either trivial nor even well-defined since musicology 
does not offer precise tools for rhythmical or melodic analysis, and even harmonic analysis is far 
from effective. Therefore, the question is only a scientific one if one specifies the analyses and 
their output data format. The general setup for such an explicit and operationalized analysis 
framework, namely the Rubato analysis and performance workstation, is sketched only briefly 
(Section 2). The main concern is an empirical study regarding the basic question whether agogics 
(the tempo curve of the "Trgiumerei", also called "timing microstructure") may be expressed in 
mathematical terms by use of structural data obtained from a specific set of musicological nalyses 
offered by Rubato's modules. The experimental data are taken from Repp's timing measurements 
of 28 famous performances of Schumann's "Tr£umerei" [1]. Summarizing our results, we can 
state the following. 
MAIN RESULT 1. There is strong statistical evidence for the timing microstructure in 28 fanmus 
performances ofSchumann's "Triiumerei" as being an expression solely of harmonic, melodic, and 
rhythmic structures furnished by the Rubato analysis. In other words: these structm'ai rationales 
are sufficient for explaining agogics, and emotional or gestural rationales can be disregarded for 
the present experimentM material 
In the framework of Rubato, the analytical output of any type of analysis is always a differ- 
entiable function of one or several note event parameters, uch as onset E, pitch H, loudness L, 
duration D, etc. Such an analytical function is called (smooth) weight. With this specification, 
the above result can be restated in more mathematical but less intuitive terms. 
MAIN RESULT 2. Tile tempo curve (timing microstructure) can be generated by an agogical 
operator 12 which is essentially a linear differential operator of second order as a function of 
harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic smooth weights. 
Statistically speaking, this means that in our empirical context, the fiber of the chosen per- 
formance transformation is not empty. Observe that the operator ~ which plays the role of the 
transformation H in Todd's theory [5] does not rely on general encoding tempo curve functions. 
Intuitively, this means that our approach generates agogics from smooth weights as score-specific 
functions, and not general, score-independent, curve types, as proposed in [7-9]. This does not 
contradict usage of general encoding tempo functions; it simply suggests that agogis is a super- 
position of more 'sight-reading'-like t mpo functions and of a strong and differentiated timing 
microstructure stemming from analytical data. Third, the statistical results uggest the following. 
MAIN RESULT 3. Essential commonalities and diversities between tempo curves may be charac- 
terized by a relatively small number of analytical weight curves. There is in general no unique 
way of attributing features of the tempo to exactly one cause (harmonic, metric, or melodic analy- 
sis). Results depend on which of the three analyses is given priority. However, there appears to 
be a certain number of canonical curves that are essentially independent of the priority. 
Overall, a large variety of musically meaningful results is obtained. This is in particular due 
to the fact that a score-specific basis of curves is used on which the tempo curves are projected. 
We thus may conclude the following. 
MAIN RESULT 4. The analytical curves obtained from (1) score-specific harmonic, melodic, and 
rhythmic smooth weights and (2) a score-specific hierarchical decomposition of these weights, 
yield a natural score-specific linear basis in the space of tempo curves, for performances of the 
considered score. 
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Figure 1. Upper half: the flow chart of the Rubato platform. Lower half: the flow 
chart of the mathematical model relating tempo to Rubato analyses. See the text 
for explanations. 
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The present paper was written in the context of the Rubato 2 analysis and performance envi- 
ronment [17]. This is the implementation f the analysis and performance theory sketched in [15] 
and exposed in [18]. Rubato is a metamachine operationalizing mathematical music theory. In 
particular, the intention is to enhance the collaboration within systematic musicology. In the 
sense of the new scientific network paradigm [19], it is a contribution to a future musicological 
"collaboratory". Rubato presently runs on NEXTSTEP for Motorola and Intel processors, is 
public domain software, and may be accessed on the Internet [20]. 
The following description of the Rubato platform refers to the upper half of Figure 1. Rubato's 
in- and output files are standard MIDI or NEXTSTEP's MusicKit Scorefiles. The PrediBase 
system of the Rubato frame application transforms the music data into an editable Predicate 
format [21]. Predicates are the information units containing all relevant score objects, such as 
note events, bar lines, pauses, etc. This information is processed within the Rubato framework 
(the large indented rectangle in the upper half of Figure 1). The process has two directions: 
analysis and performance. Since we shall only deal with Rubato's analysis system, we do not 
discuss the performance system here, see [20] for more details. 
For analysis, a number of analytical Rubettes is loaded at Rubato's run time. In the flow 
chart, these slots for analytical Rubettes are shown to the left. A given Predicate can be piped 
to any such Rubette and yields the corresponding analysis. Presently, three analytical Rubettes 
are available: the MetroRubette (metric/rhythmic analysis), the MeloRubette (motivic analysis), 
and the HarmoRubette (harmonic analysis). New Rubettes can always be developed and added. 
All the analytical results are collected in the big "weight system" shown in the middle of the 
flow chart. This system can be used for further analyses or else for performance purposes in the 
performance subsystem of Rubato. 
We should stress that all our results are intimately related to the concrete analyses which Ru- 
bato produces--together with the underlying theories. There is no unique analysis, and therefore, 
specification and numerical representation f musical analysis is not secondary and will in any 
case (!) influence the results. We should also remind the reader trained in natural sciences that 
musical analysis is not a neutral tool but pertains to the unavoidable "artifacts" of analysis in 
the humanities. There are no objective laws in human creations which subsist beyond interpre- 
tative interaction. This is a caveat o those who believe that performance can be more than a 
relation between what we understand (rationally, emotionally, gesturally) and how we express 
this understanding. 
3. ANALYT ICAL  SEMANTICS  
In this section, we shall shortly describe the general function of analytical Rubettes and the 
specific functionality of the presently available Rubettes. We shall, however, paint a simplified 
picture which is adapted to our purposes. 
The general function of a Rubette runs as follows: for every Rubato Predicate P, such a 
Rubette is designed to produce a common data type: a (smooth) weight. This is a real-valued 
C 2 function 3
P 
XRubette,Para m :]~ ---* ~, (1) 
X E which evaluates to a nonnegative value Pubette,Param( ) for onset time E. Observe that onset 
time is a nonphysical symbolic score time, to be measured in quarter note units, for example. 
Our notation shows that such a weight function depends on three types of "system" parameters: 
the chosen Rubette, the given Predicate, and a list Param of system parameters which intervene 
in the specific context of that Rubette. We shall shortly describe the ideas behind the weight 
functions for MetroRubette, MeloRubette, and HarmoRubette, but we shall omit the notification 
2 "Rubato" and "Rubette" are registered trademarks of Guerino Mazzola. 
3In mathematical nomenclature, a C 2 function is a function having first and second continuous derivatives. 
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of the used parameter lists Param and of the Predicate PT~um~r~i of Schumann's core and 
abbreviate 
-PTr~um er ei 
Xmetric ~ XMetroRubette,Parammetric, 
PTr~u rnerei 
Xmelodi c ~--- XMeloRubette,Parammelodic 
~ PTr~urnerei 
Xhmax ~ ~HarmoRubette~Paramharmonlc/max,  
PTr~.umer i
Xhmea n ~ XHarmoRubette,Paramharmonic/mea n 
to denote the four following weights used in our context. We are going to give their description 
when evaluated on onsets E of note events occurring in -PTraumerei- 
• XMetroRubette,Parammetri c P T r ~  . . . . .  ~ This is a weight which measures the rhythmic relevance or 
"weight" of every onset of a note event in the composition in the lines of Riemann [22], 
Jackendoff-Lerdahl [23], and Mazzola [24]. Detailed descriptions are given in [15,25]. 
Roughly speaking, each onset E of a note event is investigated with regard to grids G of 
equidistant onsets of note events in the composition which contain onset E. The more 
and the longer such onset grids are found, the higher the weight of onset E. The system 
parameters Parammetric deal with the contribution of lengths of onset grids to the total 
weight, with upper and lower length limits, and with contributions of right- and left-hand 
parts to the total weight. 
• XPTelo~Rm~ette,Parammelodi¢ This s a weight which measures the sum of the melodic weights 
w(Evt) of all note events Evt at a given onset E. The calculation is extremely complex 
and time-consuming and goes back to theories of Reti [26] and Mazzola [15]. See [27,28] 
for detailed escriptions. Roughly speaking, melodic weight is defined as follows: consider 
a note event Evt at onset E. Look at all melodic motives Mi containing Evt. The shape 
of each Mi is compared to the shapes of all other motives of the composition and yields a 
weight w(Mi) according to the number of motives which are similar to/V_f~ in shape. Then, 
we define w(Evt) = ~i  w(Mi). In this system, the parameter list Paramm~lodi~ relates to 
(a) the selection criteria for motives which are used in the calculus of motive weights, 
(b) the topological criteria which define shapes of motives, and 
(c) the transformation groups (inversion, retrograde, tc.) which are admitted when com- 
paring motives and their transformations. 
In the motivic analysis used in this paper, we selected a total of 3299 motives of cardinal- 
ity 2, 3, and 4 from the 463 notes of the predicate PTr~iumerei- 
• XPTrmol~utette,Paramh . . . . .  it/max This weight measures the harmonic relevance of a chord ch 
which occurs at an onset E in Pwr~iumerei. It is calculated by the same method as the fourth 
weight. The only difference is that this weight captures the harmonic relevance of the most 
important note in ch whereas the fourth weight represents he average harmonic relevance 
among all notes of ch. We do not further discuss this subtlety and concentrate on the 
calculation of the harmonic weight w(ch) of the entire chord ch. The theoretical approach 
of the HarmoRubette is related to Riemann's classical function harmony [29]. There are, 
however, two major extensions of that theory which were necessary to produce a numerical 
quantification by a weight. Harmonic analysis in music theory is far from standardized; in
particular, the harmonic function of a chord in a given composition is not uniquely deter- 
mined. We therefore had to cope with this ambiguity and resolved it by the following fuzzy 
logic procedure: instead of determining one single functional value of chord ch, "ch is domi- 
nant in C major", say, the calculation yields 72 fuzzy numbers X~h (F, T) which indicate the 
fuzzy chance that ch has harmonic function F E FU -- (Dominant,Tonic,Subdominant) 
in one of the 24 tonalities T E TON = {Cmajor , . . .  ,Bmajor ,  Cminor , . . . ,  Bminor). The 
3 × 24-matrix Xch is called the Riemann matrix of chord ch. On this basis, Rubato cal- 
culates the best global solution, i.e., a distinguished sequence (F(chi), T(ch~))~=l ....... of 
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functional symbols in FU x TON for the total sequence ch l , . . .  ,ch , . . .  ,chm of chords 
in our compositions. The optimization algorithm minimizes the "harmonic tensions" for 
transitions from (F(chi),T(chi)) to (F(chi+l),T(chi+l)) and selects this sequence from 
the 72 m possible sequences. The harmonic "weight" of chord ch is derived from this 
distinguished sequence. Details may be found in [15,18]. 
• xP?ramoRu;ette,Paramh . . . . .  i c /  . . . .  As already mentioned, this weight is a variant of the third 
one, the only difference being an averaging instead of maximizing procedure. We refer to 
the previous discussion for the basics. 
4. MODEL ING THE SHAPING OPERATOR 
In this section, we define the conceptual setup for the following statistical analysis. The general 
idea is that agogics is to be shaped by use of smoothed versions of the boiled-down weights, 
their first and second derivatives, and corresponding kernel-smoothed versions with respect o 
hierarchical (triangular) kernel functions. In statistics, these are a kind of 'filter' functions which 
vanish outside a determined time interval and have triangular shape with maximal value one in 
this interval, but see below for the precise definition. 
4.1. The  Concept  
As we know, the general Rubato concept of shaping performance is built on smooth (C 2) 
weights x, where dR.x, d2E x denote the first and second derivatives with respect to symbolic 
time E. The kernel smoothing process relates to kernel functions/~(s) = 1/b. l{Is I < b}. (1 - Is l /b)  
with triangular, zero-symmetric support of extent +b, and characteristic function 1{}. The linear 
smoothing operator b o f on a function f is defined by the convolution 
bo f(E) = f b(t-  E). f(t). (2) 
It averages f around E with weighted center E and bandwidth b. If this function is a weight, 
this means that the weight's analysis within the entire bandwidth neighborhood of a given onset 
is included instead of spiking the analysis to the singular onset. In the following process, this 
kernel smoothing process has been applied to a hierarchy of bandwidths, starting with b = 4 
(= eight bars), then b = 2, then b = 1. The averaging process is taken to define successive 
remainder functions as follows: 
f l  =4<>f, f2=2<>(f - f l ) ,  f3=l<>( f - f l - f2 ) ,  f4=f - f l - f2 - f3 .  (3) 
This means that the decomposition 
x = Xl + x2 + x3 + x4 (4) 
for a smooth weight x defines a "spectrum" of that weight with respect o successively refined 
neighborhoods. 
Musically speaking, this kernel smoothing process is completely natural. In fact, the kernel 
function alters the original time function f(E) by a weighted integration of f-values in the kernel 
neighborhood of a given time E. This means that we now include the information about f from 
the neighboring times to make an analytical judgment. This latter is a well-known and common 
consideration i musical performance: the interpreter looks up a full neighborhood of a time point 
to derive what has to be played in that point. Moreover, the repeated application of the kernel 
smoothing process with increasingly narrowed neighborhoods is understood as a succession of a 
refinement in local analysis: first, the interpreter makes a coarse analysis over eight bars (b = 4), 
then he/she looks for the remainder f - f l  and goes on with refined actions, if necessary. 
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This procedure is applied to the metric, melodic, and harmonic weights and to their first and 
second derivatives. This gives the following list of a total of 48 spectral analytical functions: 
Xmetric, 1 Xraetric,2 Xmetric,3 3:metric,4 
dE:l:metric,1 dEXmetric,2 dEXmetric,3 dEXmetric,4 
d 2 d 2 d 2 d 2 EXmetric,1 E/metric,2 EXmetric,3 EXmetric,4 
Xmelodic, 1 Xmelodic,2 Xmelodic,3 Xme|odic,4 
dEXmelodic,1 dEXmelodic,2 dEXmelodic,3 dEXmelodic,4 
d2Xmelodic,1 2 dEXmelodic,2 d2Zmelodic,3 d2Xmelodic,4 
Xhmax,1 Xhmax,2 Xhmax,3 Xhmax,4 
dEXhmax,1 dEXhmax,2 dEXhmax,3 dEXhmax,4 
d~Xhmax,1 d2Xhmax,2 d 2 d 2 EXhmax,3 EXhmax,4 
Xhmean,1 Xhmean,2  Xhmean,3  Xhmean,4 
dEXhmean,1 dEXhmean,2 dEXhmean,3 dEXhmean,4 
d 2 EXhmean,1 d~Xhmean,: d~Xhmean,3 d 2 • EXhmean,4 • 
For which musical reasons are these derivatives added to the analytical input data? The first 
derivatives measure the local change rate of analytical weights. Musically speaking, this is an 
expression of transitions from important to less important analytical weights (or vice versa), i.e., 
a transition from analytically meaningful points to less meaningful ones (or vice versa). This is 
a crucial information to the interpreter: it means that he/she should change expressive shaping 
to communicate the ongoing structural drama. In the same vein, information about second 
derivatives is musically relevant since it lets the interpreter know that the ongoing structural 
drama is being inflected. Evidently, one could add higher derivatives but we argue that an 
interpreter is already highly skilled if he/she can take care of all these functions, also because 
different analytical aspects from metrics to harmonics must be observed simultaneously. 
Besides these analytical input functions, we add three types of 'sight-reading' functions. These 
functions encode a type of agogics which tends to be realized in a first naive performance. They 
regard the following three instances: ritardandi, suspensions, and fermatas. Ritardandi occur in 
determined time intervals and mean slowing down tempo in a monotone way. Suspensions mean 
notes which are tied over while the harmony changes, and we may attach to such events the 
time interval where the suspension ote starts until the harmony change is terminated. Fermatas 
(half circles over a dot, placed over selected notes or rests) are indications of local tempo hollows 
which take place as long as the concerned notes or rests last. It is clear that any text-sensitive 
performance should be aware of such information. 
1. R i ta rdand i  
The score shows four onset intervals R1, R2, R4, R4 for ritardandi, starting at onset 
times Eo(Rj )  (j = 1, 2, 3, 4), respectively. We define the four linear functions 
Xritj (E) • x(Rj)" (E - Eo(Rj ) ) ,  j = 1,2,3,4. (5) 
2. Suspens ions  
The score shows four onset intervals $1, $2, $4, $4 for suspensions, tarting at onset 
times Eo(Sj )  (j = 1, 2, 3, 4), respectively. We define the four linear functions 
Xsusj (E) --- x (S j ) "  (E  - Eo(Sj) ) ,  j = 1, 2, 3, 4. (6) 
3. Fermatas  
The score shows two onset intervals F1, F2 for fermatas. We define the two support 
functions 
Xferm j (E) : x(Fj),  j = 1, 2. (7) 
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Summarizing, we have a total of 58 = 48 + 4 + 4 + 2 onset functions of analytical and sight- 
reading types. Call X the analytical vector of these 58 functions listed in a fixed order. The 
approach of this paper is to define the tempo function at onset E as being a linear function of 
these 58 function variables. 
More precisely, recall [16] that tempo T at onset E is defined to be the inverse derivative 
T(E)  = (dEe) -1 of the physical onset e(E) as a function of symbolic onset E. 
Next, if w is a 58-dimensional real-valued 'shaping' vector, we define a shaping operator f~x 
by the canonical scalar product of X with the shaping vector w, i.e., 
aX = x.co. (8) 
This means that for every onset E, we have ~X(E)  = X(E) .  co. Recapitulating the meaning 
of the analytical vector X, we are dealing with a second-order differential operator on the given 
analytical and sight-reading functions. 
On this basis, the central question of the following is whether tempo curves T of the "Trgum- 
erei" as they appear in the context measured by Repp in [1] may be described by use of the 
operator ~"  by appropriate choice of the shaping vector co. The main result of this paper states 
that there is strong statistical evidence for the statement 
In(T) = f ix + C (9) 
for the given analytical vector X, a suitable shaping vector co, and a constant C. The flow chart 
of the lower part of Figure 1 gives an overview of the total procedure in the present mathematical 
model. 
This means that the 58 coefficients of the shaping vector co are random variables and that we 
prove a significant statistical correlation--in the mathematical form described by the shaping 
operator--between a certain subset of the analytical vector X and tempo as it is measured for 
the 28 performances by Repp [1]. 
One may, therefore, try to use the above formula (9) to define tempo as a function of analytical 
score data in the sense of a general performance grammar in the sense of Sundberg [4]. 
4.2. The  Formal  Setup  
4.2.1. The  tempo data  
In the following, a more detailed description of the tempo data used for the analysis is given. 
• Onset  t imes .  The onset times are on a grid of 1/8 TM beats. Thus, for instance, grace 
notes are excluded. From this set of onset times, we consider only onset times where at 
least one note is actually played. This results in a set T of n = 212 nonequidistant onset 
times ti (i = 1 , . . . ,  n) which are multiples of 1/8. 
• Log- t rans format ion .  Instead of the original tempo y we consider its natural logarithm 
In y. Intuitively, this can be justified by the expectation that a performer may control the 
tempo in a relative rather than an absolute way. Also, the statistical results were more 
satisfactory on the logarithmic scale. In the following, we refer to the logarithmic tempo 
as 'the tempo curve'. 
• S tandard izat ion  of  ind iv idua l  curves.  The data consist of tempo measurements (or 
tempo curves) for m = 28 performances. In the current analysis, the interest lies in inves- 
tigating the shape of the tempo curves rather than the absolute tempo values. Therefore, 
each of 28 tempo curves is standardized. More specifically, let y*(ti, j)  be the (natural) 
logarithm of the tempo of the jth performance atonset time ti (i = 1 , . . . ,  n; j = 1 , . . . ,  m). 
Then the standardized tempo data are defined by 
y(t i , j )  = [y* (t, , j)  - Y*(J)] 
s*(j) 
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where ~*(j) = n -1 ~-~1 y*(t i , j )  and 
[ s*(j) = (n -  1) -1 (y*(t~,j) - 9.(j))2 
i=1 
4.2.2. The explanatory variables 
We use the following notation: let A be a p x ql matrix and B a p x q2 matrix, then C = (A, B) 
denotes the p x (ql + q2) matrix obtained by 'attaching' B on the right-hand side of A. The 
following steps describe the definition of the matrix of explanatory variables in more detail. 
Following the concept in Section 4.1, the score data (metric, harmonic, and melodic weights, 
additional score information) are given in form of a design matrix that is used subsequently in a 
regression analysis. The following definitions are used. 
1. DERIVATIVES. 'Derivatives' are defined as finite differences divided by the difference of the 
onset times. Thus, for instance, 
dEXmetric,j (ti) ---- 2;metric'j (ti) -- Xmetric,j ( t i -1 )  
t~ - ti-1 
and 
d2EXmetric,j (ti) = dEXmetric,j (ti) -- dEXmetric,j (ti-1) 
ti - t~-i 
2. HIERARCHICAL SMOOTHING. Each of the weights and their first and second (discrete) deriva- 
tives are decomposed into four components of different smoothness as defined by equations (34) 
and (35). 
3. ADDIT IONAL VARIABLES. Additional variables modeling ritardandi, suspensions, and fer- 
matas were defined by (36)-(38). The aim is to model these musical events in a "minimal" way. 
For instance, the resulting linear model for a ritardando is only a crude approximation to a 'true' 
ritardando. The reason for using only the simplest parameterization is that the main purpose 
here is to examine in how far the metric, melodic, and harmonic weights alone, together with 
only absolutely necessary additional information from the score, contain enough information to 
'explain' the tempo of a performance. 
4. INITIAL DESIGN MATRIX. Using the definitions above, we define for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 the n x 4 
matrices 
Xj (harmo) --  (Xhmean,j ,  Xhmax,j , Xmetric,j , Xmelod,j ) ,  
Xj (metric) = (Xmetric,j , Xhmean,j ,  Xhmax,j,  Xmelod,j) , 
Xj (melod) = (Xmelod,j, XH ... . . .  j, Xhm~×,j, Xmetric,j). 
Clearly, there are more possibilities of permuting columns. Here, we consider only the rep- 
resentative permutations above. The first column of Xj(harmo) is Xhmean,j so that, due to the 
orthonormalization to be described in the following section, the main emphasis is put on the 
harmonic mean weights. Similarly, the metric and melodic emphasis are chosen with Xj  (metric) 
and Xj (melod). Furthermore, we define 
dEX j (harmo ) = ( dEXhmean,j, dEXhmax,j, dEXmetric,j, dEXmelod,j ) , 
dEXj(metr ic)  = ( dEXmetric,j, dEXhmean,j, dEXhmax,j, dEXmelod,j ) , 
dEX j (melod ) = ( dEXmelod,j, dEXhmean,j , dEXhmax,j, d EXmetric,j ) , 
d~Xj (harmo) = 
d~Xj (metric) = 
d2Xj (melod) = 
2 2 ( dEXhmean,j, d EXhmax,j, d2EXmetrlc,j, d2E Xmelod,j )
2 2 2 dEXmetric,j, dEXhmean,j, dEXhmax, J' 2 dEXmelod,j ) , 
2 2 2 2 ( dEXmelod,j, dEXhmean,j, dEXhmax,j, dEXmetric,j ) , 
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and the n × 10 matrix 
Zad d : (Zrit, Zsus, Xferm) , 
where Xrit = (xritl, x~it~, Xrita, Xrit4 ), Zsus ~- (Xsusl, Xsus2, Xsus3, Xsus4), and Xferm = (Xferml, Xferm2 ). 
Finally, define the n × p matrices (with p = 58) 
X(harmo) = (Xl(harm0), X2(harmo), X3(harmo), X4(harmo), 
dEX1 (harmo), dEX2 (harmo), dEX3 (harmo), dEX4 (harmo), 
d2EX1 (harmo), d2EX2 (harmo), d2EX3 (harmo), d2EX4 (harmo), Xadd), 
X(metric) = (Xl(metric), Z2(metric), X3(metric), X4(metric), 
dEX1 (metric), dEX2(metric), dt~X3 (metric), dEX4(metric), 
d2EZl (metric), d2EX2 (metric), d2EX3 (metric), d2EX4 (metric), X~dd), 
X (melod) = (X1 (melod), X2 (melod), X3 (melod), X4 (melod), 
dEX1 (melod), dsX2 (melod), dEX3 (melod), alEX4 (melod), 
42 X, (melod), d2E Z2 (melod), d2E Z3 (melod), d2E X4 (melod), X~dd). 
5. ORTHONORMALIZATION. Each of the full design matrices X(metric), X(harmo), and 
X(melod) turned out to be singular, since the last column can be expressed as a linear com- 
bination of the previous ones. Hence, we omit the last column. For simplicity of notation, the 
new n × 57 matrices will also be denoted by X(metric), X(harmo), X(melod). 
Figure 2 shows that the corresponding columns of the three matrices are closely related, at 
least for j = 1,2, 3. Intuitively, this means that it is not possible to distinguish exactly whether 
certain characteristics of the tempo curve stem from the metric, the harmonic, or the melodic 
analysis. Thus, results may depend on the sequence of orthogonalization. This sequence reflects 
whether, in our view, the harmonic, the metric, or the melodic has priority. Moreover, instead 
of focusing on names such as "metric weight", "first derivative of the metric weight", etc., we 
will also try to extract ypical weight curves (canonical curves) that appear to be important for 
the tempo, independently ofwhich of the three analytic approaches (metric, harmonic, melodic) 
have priority. 
More specifically, the three design matrices are defined in the following way: the columns of 
X(harmo),X(metric), and X(melod), respectively, are orthogonalized and standardized succes- 
sively. We thus obtain three n × 57 matrices which will be denoted by Z(harmo), Z(metric), and 
Z(harmo). Each of these matrices has orthonormal columns. The reason for computing three 
different matrices is that orthonormalization depends on the initial sequence of the columns. An 
artificial preference of the variables that are accidentally in the first (or first few) column(s) is 
avoided by carrying out three separate regression analyses with the respective matrices Z(harmo), 
Z(metric), and Z(melod), and by comparing the common features of the three results. 
5. STAT IST ICAL  ANALYS IS  
Using visual comparison of logarithmic tempo curves, we observed strong similarities between 
the different performances. A clearer description of similarities and differences can, however, be 
obtained by the following regression model. 
5.1. Regression: Method  
5.1.1. The full model  
Let Z be one of the three matrices Z(harmo), Z(metric), or Z(melod), respectively. The full 
(i.e., biggest possible) model for the jth individual tempo curve is 
y(ti, j) = Z~fl(j) + e(ti, j), (ti e T), 
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Figure 2. The four hierarchical evels of metrical, harmonic, and melodic analyses. 
where Zi. is the ith row vector of Z, ~(j)  -- (~z ( j ) , . - . ,  j3p(j)) T P = 57 and e(ti, j )  (ti • T) are (for 
each fixed j) identically distributed zero mean random variables• This means that we assume 
each performance to be essentially characterized by a 57-dimensional parameter vector ~(j) .  
Under the present orthonormalized conditions, this vector corresponds to the shaping vector o; 
introduced in Section 4.1. Note that we do not assume the residuals ei to be independent, since 
corrected p-values are used that take into account serial dependence. Also, due to standardization 
of y and of the columns of Z, there is no intercept in the model. 
The vector/~(j) is the parameter vector corresponding to the performance number j. There- 
fore, ~(j)  is assumed to be a random vector, sampled from the space of all "possible" interpreta- 
tions, with expected value E[f~(j)] = ~. We then may write 
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~(j)  = ~ + ~(j), 
where ~(j) is a random vector with E[~(j)] = 0 and 
y(t i , j )  = Z[~ + Zi.~(2 " + e(t~,j). 
Intuitively this means that, up to a small unexplained eviation e(t~, j) ,  the (logarithmic) tempo 
of the j th performance at onset time ti can be expressed as an "average performance" Z~.,3 plus 
an individual deviation from the average that is equal to Z~.~(j). For the average tempo curve 
m 
y(ti) = m -1 E y(t~,j), 
j=l  
we then have 
= + 
where ~(ti) (ti E T) are identically distributed zero mean random variables. 
In the following, the main focus is on the individual curves. Some comments on the mean 
curve are also given. 
5.1.2. Model selection 
In order to decide which components of fi or ~(j),  respectively, are not zero (i.e., which ex- 
planatory variables contribute "significantly" to the tempo curve), stepwise forward selection 
(e.g., see [30]) is carried out with F-to-enter level of significance 0.01. For the individual curves, a 
separate stepwise regression is carried out for each individual. The calculations were done using 
the statistics oftware S-Plus [31]. 
5.2. Regression: Results 
5.2.1. 
The 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Main questions 
main questions addressed here are the following. 
Is there a relevant association between the anMytical weights computed from the score 
and the observed tempo curves? 
How complex is the relationship? 
Are there commonalities and diversities and how can they be characterized? 
5.2.2. Association between y and the analytical weights 
In a first step, it is interesting to see how much can be 'explained' at most by the analytical 
weights. Recall that in regression, R 2 denotes the proportion of the variability of y that is 
explained by the estimated regression function. Ideally, R 2 would be equal to one which would 
mean that the (log-)tempo curve can be expressed exactly as a linear function of the analytic 
information encoded by the design matrix Z. Such an exact correspondence b tween the analytic 
curves and each tempo curve can hardly be expected. The maximal achievable values of R 2, 
which are obtained by using the full matrix Z (i.e., without eliminating nonsignificant variables), 
are quite high however for the mean curve as well as the individual curves. For the mean curve, 
R 2 is equal to 0.84. For the individual curves, we have 0.65 _< R 2 ~_ 0.85. 
It is well known that R 2 can be increased by simply including a sufficiently large number 
of explanatory variables, even if these variables have nothing to do with y. It is, therefore, 
necessary to investigate which explanatory variables contribute significantly to the response y. 
To do this, we first applied stepwise forward selection with F-to-enter a = 0.01. In all cases, all 
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coefficients in the resulting model turned out to be significantly different from zero at the 5~ 
level of significance, even after taking into account the possibility of serial correlations in the 
residuals. 
The values of R 2 for the mean curve and the individual curves, respectively, are still re- 
marl~bly high: for the mean curve, R 2 is equal to 0.79 for Z(harmo), 0.79 for Z(metric), and 
0.77 for Z(melod). Figure 3 shows that the fit (dotted line) to the mean tempo curve (full 
line) is very good, even if only significant coefficients are used. For the individual curves, we 
have 0.46 < R 2 < 0.79 for Z(harmo), 0.48 < R 2 ~ 0.78 for Z(metric), and 0.36 < R 2 < 0.77 
for Z(melod). The low value of 0.36 is obtained for Kubalek. Excluding this performance, we 
have 0.51 as the lower bound Z(melod). Thus, the quality of the fit is also good in general, but 
varies individually. This illustrated further by Figure 4 fox' Z(melod). 
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The results on commonalities and diversities given below in Section 5.3.4 yield further evidence 
for the existence of a meaningful association between y and Z. 
5.2.3. How complex is the relationship? 
Even when using only significant coefficients, the estimated models are very complex. As an 
example, consider the performance by Brendel. With Z(melod), the R 2 is in this case equal 
to 0.76. No. 4.4 in Figures 4a-4d confirms the good fit. Table 1 summarizes the result. 
Table 1. Coefficients ofexplanatory variables chosen by stepwise forward selection 
with F-to-enter = 0.01 and Z(melod), for the logarithmic tempo curve of Brendel. 
(The P-values given here do not take into account serial correlations.) 
z-Variable Est. Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic P-Value 
Zmelod,1 
Zhmean, 1 
Zhmean,2 
Zhmax,2 
Zmelod,3 
Zhmean,3 
Zhmax,3 
Zmelod,4 
dEZmelod,1 
dEZmelod,2 
dEZhmean,2 
dEZmelod,3 
dEZhmean,3 
d~ Zmetric ,1
Zrit3 
Zrit4 
Zferml 
-0.3136 
-0.2737 
0.2781 
0.2659 
-0.1258 
0.1303 
-0.2800 
-0.1562 
-0.2663 
0.1567 
0.1143 
0.2938 
0.1308 
-0.1361 
-0.1952 
0.1032 
-0.1425 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
0.0353 
-8.8760 
-7.7443 
7.8713 
7.5248 
-3.5597 
3.6882 
-7.9244 
-4.4193 
-7.5371 
4.4337 
3.2356 
8.3143 
3.7024 
-3.8508 
-5.5249 
2.9208 
-4.0331 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0005 
0.0003 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0014 
0.0000 
0.0003 
0.0002 
0.0000 
0.0039 
O.0001 
The number of significant coefficients i  very large. The model contains all four weight func- 
tions, first and second derivatives of various degrees of smoothness, and also two ritardando- 
variables and one suspension. Also note that all degrees of smoothness are used. Formally, even 
after adjustment for serial correlations, all p-values are below 0.05. (As a cautionary remark, it 
should be noted however that p-values obtained after model selection can be used as guidelines 
only.) 
5.2.4. Commonal i t ies  and diversities 
Before going into the details of commonalities and diversities among the 28 given performances, 
we should make a remark on the performance selection and the performers as made available by 
Repp [1]. Above all, we should emphasize that Repp succeeds in a choice of first quality pianists, 
among others the celebrated 'romantic virtuoso' Vladimir Horowitz, the 'analytical manierist' 
Alfred Brendel, or the 'perfect but utterly cool' omnipresent Vladimir Ashkenazy, to name just 
three of them. So from the point of view of performance culture, the selection is unprecedented 
and representative. But in this scientific context, we must refrain from further judgments. This 
paper is not about journalistic riticism. 
However, we would encourage critics to review their understanding of performance by focusing 
on the question whether and to what degree the analytical structure of a score may be responsible 
for agogical expressivity. Our present answers to this question--incomplete as they must remain--  
may seem to position some of the artists in unexpected relative position to each other. But this is 
not surprising since we do not claim that the overall judgment from common criticism really does 
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Figure 4. Fit for Z(melod). 
represent the strictly analytical perspective of our approach. As mentioned in the Introduction, 
one should absolutely add emotional and gestural components o reach a complete description, 
an objective which was out of the reach of this paper. 
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In spite of the high complexity of the selected models for individual tempo curves, there 
turn out to be interesting commonalities and diversities that can be characterized by either of 
the matrices Z(harmo), Z(metric), and Z(melod), respectively. Recall that using Z(harmo) 
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Figure 4. (cont.) 
corresponds to an understanding of the score that put first priority on the harmonic structure. 
Using Z(metric) corresponds to putting first priority on the metric structure• Using Z(melod) 
corresponds to putting first priority on the melodic structure. Therefore, depending on which 
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Figure 4. (cont.) 
of the three matrices is used, somewhat different results should be expected. The fundamental 
problem is the ambiguity of a performance. In general, based on one performance, it cannot 
be decided with certainty whether certain features of the tempo are 'due to' the harmonic, the 
metric, or the melodic content. Nevertheless, the results below show a strong similarity between 
the three regressive analyses. Thus, there appears to exist at least a core of tempo features that 
are unambiguously attributable to specific weight functions. 
A number of different aspects of Commonality and diversity can be considered. Here, three 
possible aspects are described. 
(a) Sign of coefficients 
We ask the following question: for which k = 1,. . .  ,p do we have either ilk(j) >_ 0 for all 
1 ~ j _ m, or/~k(j) <- 0 for all 1 <_ j < m? In other words, which coefficients have the same sign 
for all performances? The result is quite amazing: for Z(metric), Z(harmo), and Z(melod), all 
except 3, 2, and I coe~cients (out of 57), respectively, have the same sign for all performances. 
Thus, the sign of the coefficients i a very strong commonality. The analytic curves 'act' in the 
same direction. In particular, the following general tendency can be observed. 
• The tempo decreases as the original (not orthogonalized) harmonic weight increases. 
• The tempo increases as the original (not orthogonalized) metric weight increases. 
• The tempo decreases as the original (not orthogonalized) melodic weight increases. 
It should be noted however that these conclusions are valid under the assumption that all other 
variables are kept fixed. As we saw above, for the score considered here, the original weights are 
strongly correlated. This makes the actual relationship between weights and tempo much more 
complicated. 
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Figure 5. Frequently selected curves for Z(harmo). 
(b) How f requent ly  was a var iab le  included? 
m For k = 1,. . .  ,p, let nk = ~'~j=l l{~k(j) ~ 0} be the number of performances for which the 
explanatory variable number k was included in the model. 
Figures 5-7 show, for Z(harmo), Z(metric), and Z(melod), respectively, the curves of variables 
that were chosen at least 24 times (out of 28). The curves are multiplied by the sign of the 
coefficient. At least two types of curves are common to practically all performances, independently 
of the matrix that is used: 
1. very smooth 'global' curves, such as Zmelod,1, that shape the overall tendency of the tempo; 
2. almost periodic curves, with a period of about four measures, corresponding to the ap- 
proximate periodicity of the harmonic urve Ztimean,2. 
COMMENT ON Z(HARMO). Note that Zhmean, 1 is identical with Xhmean,1, see Figure 2a. Moreover, 
Zhmean, 2 is almost the same as Xhmean,2 in Figure 2b. Also, dEZhmean, 3 exhibits features that are 
very similar to Xhmean,3, see Figure 2c. Thus, analytical weights obtained by local averaging 
without orthogonalization have a direct impact on the performance. In fact, by the above, the 
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Figure 6. Frequently selected curves for Z(metric), 
orthonormal curves selected as most relevant by the regression turn out to be closely related to 
the original curves. 
COMMENT ON Z(METRIC). Here, resemblance of curves is similar to Z(harmo). Namely, Zhmean,1 
is almost the same as Xhmean,1, Zmetric,1, and Xmetric, 1 are identical, and Zhmean, 2 is very similar 
to Xhmean,2. Also Zmelod, 1 is almost the same as Zmelod,1 in Z(harmo), compare Figures 5 and 6. 
Again, we conclude that the original averaged weight curves influence the performance directly. 
COMMENT ON Z(MELOD). Similar comments as for Z(harmo) and Z(metric) apply for Z(melod). 
Here, Zmelod, 1 is the mirror image of Xmelod, 1. Further, Zhmean, 1 and Zhmean, 2 are very similar to 
Xhmean,1 and Xhn)ean ,2 ,  respectively. 
COMMENT ON NONLINEAR DEFORMATIONS. The melodic weights seem to play the most promi- 
nent role. Independently of the emphasis, Zmelod,1 is chosen for all 28 performances. For the 
melodic emphasis, zme]od,1 is obviously identical with Xmelod, 1. For the harmonic and metrical 
emphasis, the corresponding Zmelod,l-CUrVes turn out to be nonlinear deformations of Xmelod, 1. 
The method of nonlinear deformations of analytical weights as arguments of refined shaping of 
performance is also implemented in the PerformanceRubette of Rubato. 
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Figure 8. Important variables for Z(harmo). 
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In summary,  we conclude that  for the score of "Tr£umerei",  there is a small number of "canon- 
ical" analytical weight curves that are relevant for most performances and essentially do not 
depend on the analytical emphasis. 
(c) Which  coef f i c ients  were  among the  l l a rgest  ones  ( in  abso lu te  va lue)?  
Since the design matr ix  Z is orthonormal ,  the importance of the k th exp lanatory  variable 
may be assessed by the absolute value of the corresponding k th est imated coefficient (ranked in 
compar ison to the other coefficients). (Also note that,  due to orthonormal i ty,  all est imated slope 
components  are uncorrelated and their s tandard deviat ions are the same.) For fixed j ,  let rA.(j) 
be the rank of Iflk(J)l among all coefficients fl~(j) (s = 1 , . . .  ,p). Furthermore,  for 1 < l < p, let 
fk(l) -= ~jm= 1 l { rk ( j )  > p -  l}. Thus, fk(1) is the number of performances for which Iflk(J)l is at 
least the l TM largest. 
Consider first 1 = 1. Thus, fk(1) is the number of performances for which the k TM variable is 
most important .  I t  turns out that  fk(1) is not zero for a very small  set of variables. The results 
for the three matr ices are as follows. 
Z(harmo) :  F igure 8 displays the four curves for which fk (1)¢0,  i.e., variables that  are most 
impor tant  for at least one performance. Table 2 shows the clusters of columns H1-H4 of per- 
formances for which the corresponding variables Zhmean, 2 (rv H1), Zhmean,1, Zmetric,1 , and Zmelod,4 
are the most impor tant  ones. 
Artist H1 
ARG • 
ARR • 
ASH • 
BRE • 
BUN 
CAP • 
CO1 • 
CO2 • 
CO3 • 
CUR • 
DAV • 
DEM • 
ESC • 
GIA 
HO1 
HO2 • 
HO3 • 
KAT • 
KLI • 
KRU • 
KUB • 
MOI • 
NEY 
NOV • 
ORT 
SCH 
SHE 
ZAK • 
Table 2. Overview of clusters as derived by the above criterion with l --= 1. 
H2 H3 H4 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 ML1 
• Q 
• Q 
Q Q 
• Q 
Q • 
• Q 
ML2 ML3 
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Figure 9. Important variables for Z(metric). 
Thus, using Z(harmo)- -and hence, an approach that gives priority to the harmonic structure--  
the first cluster of performances has the four-measures periodicity of the harmonic structure as the 
dominating feature. In particular, all Cortot performances are included. For the second cluster 
that includes in particular Horowitzl and Horowitz2, the more global shaping curve Zhme~,,1 is 
most prominent. For Bunin and Gianoli, a global curve with a peak around the 15 th measure  is 
most important. Finally, for the first performance by Horowitzl, the very detailed local structure 
of the melodic curve Zmelod, 4 seems to be dominating. 
Z(metric): the clusters of columns M1 to M6 in Table 2 show the results for Z(metric) (see 
Figure 9). These six columns correspond to the variables Zhmean,1, Zmetric,2 , Zmetric,1 , Zhmean,2, 
Zhmax,3, and dEZmetr i c ,3  . 
Thus, using an approach that gives priority to the metric structure, the cluster with Horowitz2 
and 3 is exactly the same as for Z(harmo), with the exception of Ashkenazy who was not included 
before. Also, it corresponds essentially to the same curve. Similarly, the cluster with the three 
Cortot performances corresponds to a very similar curve. It is, however, smaller since it is a 
proper subset of the previous 'Cortot' cluster above. Bunin and Gianoli are again in the same 
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Figure 10. Important variables for Z(melod). 
separate cluster, this time together with Capova and Kubalek. The peak of the curve is now 
around measure 20. The cluster with Argerich contains everal of those performances that were 
previously in the Cortot cluster. The dominating curve is still almost periodic with a period of 
about four measures. Finally, note that Horowitzl builds again a separate cluster with a locally 
very refined metric curve corresponding to the derivatiye of Zmetric,3. 
Z(melod): for Z(melod) (Figure 10), we obtain the clusters shown in columns ML1 to ML3 in 
Table 2. The corresponding variables are: Zmelod,1, Zhmean,2, and Zmelod, 2.
The melodic approach yields very simple clusters. For almost all performances, including all 
Horowitz performances, the global shape of Zmelod, 1 is the most important feature. For Cortotl  
through 3, and Krust, the four-measures periodicity of Zhmean, 2 is most important. For Ashkenazy, 
the four-measures (almost) periodic curve Zmelod, 2 is dominating. Note in particular that the 
minima and maxima of this curve do not occur at the same place as for Zhmean, 2, In comparison, 
Zmelod,2 appears to be shifted to the right. Also, Zmelod,2 has an extreme local minimum around 
the beginning of measure 30. 
In termezzo :  "Arger ieh  vs .  Horowi tz"  
The remarkable first performance Horowitzl from 1947 evidences a preference of very detailed 
local information, be it from the melodic or metrical analysis--in typical contrast o the highly 
coherent Argerich performance. This observation is confirmed by an investigation of the corre- 
lation coefficients in the algebro-geometric analysis of the performance genealogy in the sense of 
Rubato's stemma theory, see [14,15]. When translated into common language these quantitative 
results are in perfect coincidence with the judgments of experts on Argerich's and Horowitz' 
specific differences in performance [32]. Let us, therefore, make these findings more meaningful 
to the common understanding. How would an interpreter such as Horowitz experience his per- 
formance? He would look up a few notes ahead and remember just a few of the past note events 
when hitting a couple of keys in a given moment. He would then realize a couple of neighboring 
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Table 3. Overview of clusters as derived by the above criterion with l = 3. 
Artist M1 H2 H1 DM3 M2 DM2 HM2 
ARG • • 
ARR • • 
ASH • • • 
BRE • 
BUN • • 
CAP • • 
CO1 • • 
CO2 • • 
CO3 • • 
CUR • • 
DAV • • 
DEM • • • 
ESC • • • 
GIA • • 
HO1 • 
HO2 • 
HO3 • 
KAT • • 
KLI • • 
KRU • • 
KUB • • 
MOI • • • 
NEY • • • 
NOV • • • 
ORT • * 
SCH • • 
SHE • • 
ZAK • • • 
HM3 M4 DM1 DDM1 SS2 
analytical facts, such as a harmonic step or a melodic contour, in his imagination, and then shape 
the present note event in its tempo, dynamics, and articulation within this minor context, and 
thusly express his analytical consciousness. Metaphorically speaking this resembles a near-sighted 
man who can only see and recognize nearby objects. It is as if he had no significant memory 
of what was happening several bars ago, or of what will happen in the larger t ime span ahead. 
In contrast, a performer of the Argerich type would be aware of lots of long-range facts in the 
overall analytical stream of the piece which is being played. She would then remember and plan 
everything, and therefore, hit the present notes in full consciousness of what was and what will 
be. This is what the semantics of the data tells. 
Similar results can be obtained for I > 1. Here, fk(1) is the number of performances for 
which the k TM variable is among the k most important  ones. Consider, for instance, l = 3. The 
following partial ly overlapping clusters corresponding to variables with fk(3) # 0 are obtained 
(see Table 3). The columns correspond to the following variables: M1 ~ Z,nelod,1, H2 ~ Zhmean,2, 
H1 ~ Zhmea,,1, DM3 ~ dEZmelod,3, M2 ~ Zmelod,2, DM2 ~ dEZmelod,2, HM2 ~ Zhm~×,2, HM3 
Zhma×,3, M4 "~ Zmelod,4, DM1 ~ dEZmelod,1, DDM1 N d2zmelod,1, and SS2 ,,~ zsus2. 
The first cluster consists of all performances except Ashkenazy. Thus, using the 'melodic 
approach', apart from Ashkenazy, the global melodic curve Zmelod,1 is one of the three most 
important  factors for all tempo curves. Again, the four-measure periodicity determines clusters 
with Cortot performances. It is remarkable that, in spite of the large number of overlapping 
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Figure 11. Superposition of the q most important features. 
clusters, there is no cluster--except he first one that contains at the same time Cortot and 
Horowitz. Moreover, there is one cluster consisting solely of Horowitzl  through 3 corresponding 
to the complex local melodic structure of Zmelod,4. 
Evidently, many more detailed comments about Figures 8-10 could be added. We conclude 
the analysis by noting that the relative size of the coefficients uggests a natural way of obtaining 
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Figure 11. (cont.) 
simplified tempo curves that contain the most important features. For given j and 1 _< q < p, 
let the p × 1 vector  7q( J )  = [?q , l ( j ) ,  ~a ,2( J ) , . - . ,  7q,p(J)] T be de f ined  by  ~'q,k(J) = f lk( j ) l{rk( j )  > 
p--q}. Then yq(ti,j) = ZTq(j) is a simplified tempo curve that corresponds to using the variables 
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F igure  11,  (cont . )  
(analytic curves) that are among the q most important ones for tempo curve j, importance being 
measured by rk(j). Thus, the resulting tempo curve is a simplified curve obtained superposition 
of the q most important features only. Note that, for q = p, this yields the complete curve fitted 
by stepwise regression. No. 11.1 through 11.28 in Figures 11 a - l ld  display yq (q = 1, . . .  ,p) for 
Z(melod) for all performances. 
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5.2.5. Summary of statistical results 
The main statistical conclusions from the analysis above can be summarized as follows. 
* There is a clear association between metric, melodic, and harmonic weights and the tempo. 
. The exact relationship between the analytic weights Z and an individual tempo curve is 
very complex. However, a large part of the complexity can be covered by our model. 
• Commonalities and diversities between tempo curves may be characterized by a relatively 
small number of curves. There is in principle no unique way of attributing features of 
the tempo to exactly one cause (harmonic, metric, or melodic analysis). Which curves 
need to be used depends partially on which of the three analyses (harmonic, metric, 
melodic) has 'priority'. However, there seems to be a small number of canonical curves 
that are essentially independent of the priorities and which determine a large part of the 
commonality and diversity between tempo curves. Natural clusters can be defined. 
• There is a natural way of reducing an individual tempo curve to a series of simplified 
tempo curves containing an increasing number of features. 
Overall, the proposed method yields a variety of results that are interpretable from the point 
of view of music and performance theory. In particular, the hierarchic approach of decomposing 
each of the weight functions into components of different degree of smoothness seems to be appro- 
priate. The different choices of the bandwidth h correspond to a hierarchic approach to musical 
performance, starting with the most global features of the score and refining the performance 
successively in greater detail, see [15] for the background of this approach. 
5.3. Comparison to Repp~s Statistics 
The results here are closely related to Repp's work [1]. Repp applied principal component 
analysis to the 28 tempo curves. One of his main results is that Cortot and Horowitz appear 
to represent two extreme types of performances. Thus, in a heuristic way, Repp suggested to 
classify the performances according to their factor loadings into a Cortot and a Horowitz cluster, 
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respectively. Our regression analysis confirms the basic findings. Due to the use of weights 
obtained from a musical analysis of the score, we obtain further information about the nature of 
the commonalities, diversities, and clusters. For instance, as discussed above, for the Horowitz 
cluster, the most important feature appears to be the overall descending line of Zl,rnelod and very 
local variations of the tempo that correspond to the local variations of the analytic weights. On 
the other hand, for the Cortot cluster, the up and down movement of Z3,hmea n with a period of 
about four measures is the most important characteristic. 
5.4. Canonical Score-Specific vs. 'Omnibus' Decomposit ions 
More generally, the approach reveals a set of canonical curves whose combinat ion yields the 
most important  features of a tempo curve. It should be emphasized that  these curves are score- 
specific. Thus, for each score (in our case "Tr~iumerei"), a new set of essential curves is obtained. 
The original weights as well as the decomposition i to parts of different smoothness are based 
on the specific score that  is performed. This is a crucial feature that  is in sharp contrast to 
tradit ional  mathematical  'omnibus-decomposit ions'  such as it is provided by Fourier or wavelet 
analysis. The score-specific choice of the Z-matr ix  enables us to relate statistical results directly 
to the musical /analyt ic  content of the score. 
Tile main point here is this: we argue that to understand the character of tempo, it is above 
all important  o refer it to a "basis" of score specific analytical curves and not to curves--such 
as sinoidal curves in Fourier representat ion--which have a generic type that  tells nothing about 
the part icular context of the genealogy for the given tempo curve. 
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